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 1.   Summary 47 

The goal of this document is to provide a well understood and consistent 48 
profile for implementing mappings between the SAML 2.03 and OpenID 49 
Connect4 (OIDC) protocols, in the context of use cases in Research and 50 
Education.  51 
 52 
It describes how to map identifiers and commonly used attributes into scopes 53 
and claims for use with the OIDC protocol, and vice versa.  54 
 55 
The document contains three main sections: 56 
 57 
● A discussion on how to map between identifiers used in SAML and 58 

OIDC; 59 
● A recommendation for a basic attribute and claims mapping profile, 60 

which should be useable with unmodified OIDC clients which implement 61 
the standard claims5 of the OIDC core6 standard; and,  62 

● A recommendation for an advanced mapping profile, which will 63 
leverage the full set of attributes made available by the eduPerson- and 64 
SCHAC schema but requires handling additional, (currently) non-65 
standard claims and scopes. 66 
 67 

2.   Acknowledgements  68 

This document was the result of multiple consultations and could not have 69 
existed without the important input of many, as listed in the section "Authors 70 
and contributors".  71 
 72 
  73 

                                       
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAML_2.0 
4 http://openid.net/connect/ 
5 http://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html#StandardClaims 
6 http://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html 
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 3.   Premise 74 

The assumption in this document is that this recommendation will be 75 
implemented in a token translation service or in a proxy implementation 76 
which will bridge between the SAML 2.0 protocol and the OIDC protocol. 77 
Another use case is where a SAML Identity provider and an OIDC OP that are 78 
both front-ends to the same user database. Either will be used in the context 79 
of Research and Education. 80 
 81 
Within the Research and Education sector, the SAML 2.0 implementations 82 
typically combine a number of specifications: 83 
 84 
● The (SAML2Int) Interoperable SAML 2.0 Profile, a SAML 2.0 WebSSO 85 

Deployment Profile7 86 
● The eduPerson Object Class Specification8 87 
● The SCHema for ACademia (SCHAC)9 88 
● Recommendations from REFEDs, including Research and Scholarship10 89 
● SAML V2.0 Subject Identifier Attributes Profile 11 90 

 91 
Whenever a SAML-based solution is used in an international context, the 92 
following recommendations from eduGAIN should also be taken into account: 93 
 94 
● eduGAIN attribute profile12 95 
● eduGAIN Policy Framework SAML 2.0 WebSSO Protocol Profile13 96 

 97 
With “SAML” we will in the remainder of this document refer to the SAML2 98 
specification and the specific R&E profiles above. We exclude SAML 1.0 99 

                                       
7 https://saml2int.org, new version being developed at 
https://kantarainitiative.github.io/SAMLprofiles/saml2int.html 
8 http://software.internet2.edu/eduperson/internet2-mace-dir-eduperson-
201602.html 
9 https://wiki.refeds.org/display/STAN/SCHAC 
10 https://refeds.org/research-and-scholarship 
11 http://docs.oasis-open.org/security/saml-subject-id-attr/v1.0/saml-subject-id-attr-
v1.0.html 
12 https://technical.edugain.org/doc/GN3-11-012%20eduGAIN_attribute_profile.pdf 
13 
https://technical.edugain.org/doc/eduGAIN%20SAML%202.0%20WebSSO%20Profile.
pdf 
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specifically. 100 
 101 
The authors have added a reference to the Subject Identifier Attributes Profile 102 
and added it to the mappings (later on in this document). Reasoning is that 103 
even though this standard is still young and has not been implemented 104 
broadly yet, its features are a very good match with the scenarios described 105 
in this document.  106 
 107 
There is currently no specific profile for Research and Education with OIDC. 108 
Hence this document will reference the OIDC generic protocol specifications 109 
as provided by the OpenID Foundation. 110 
 111 
Finally, this document is not describing a formalized implementation standard, 112 
nor does it intent to. At the time of writing it was felt that, even though 113 
several operators of production platforms were involved in the writing of this 114 
document, too little field experience exists to be able to write a 115 
standardization document at this time. As such the authors have chosen not 116 
to use formal RFC2119 wording throughout the document.  117 
 118 
 119 
 120 
 121 
 122 

  123 
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 4.   Mapping between identifiers in SAML and 124 

OIDC 125 

Many implementations need to map identifiers from the SAML protocol into 126 
the OIDC protocol, or vise versa. Unfortunately, the definitions of commonly 127 
used identifiers in SAML, eduPerson, and OIDC do not align completely. In 128 
addition it should be noted that not all identifiers can be used literally 129 
between the two protocols, in many cases an identifier received is used as the 130 
basis for constructing a new one. In other cases, e.g. stripping the part 131 
behind the @ sign may suffice. This is dependent on implementation. 132 
 133 
To assess and compare the identifiers, the following properties were taken 134 
into account: 135 
 136 
● Non-Reassignable 137 

The identifier is not re-assigned according to the specification 138 
● Opaque  139 

The identifier is opaque according to the specification 140 
● Persistent 141 

The identifier is persistent over multiple sessions, according to the 142 
specification 143 

● Targeted 144 
The identifier is distinct on a per SP/RP basis, according to the 145 
specification 146 

● Unique 147 
The identifier is globally unique by itself, according to the specification. 148 
Typically, the identifier is scoped with a DNS domain associated with 149 
the issuer. 150 

Table 1 compares identifiers as they are described in the SAML, eduPerson, 151 
and OIDC specifications. Based on the identifier properties, a mapping can be 152 
made on what would be compatible implementations, going between OIDC 153 
and SAML eduPerson. 154 
 155 
In Table 1 the following symbols are used: 156 

 identifier does not match property  157 
 identifier matches property  158 
 identifier may match property, but is implementation dependent.  159 
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 160 

Identifier   Properties 

  Non- 
Reassignable 

 Opaque Persistent  Unique Targeted 

eduPersonPrincipalName 
(ePPN) 

  14    

eduPersonUniqueId 
(ePUID) 

     

eduPersonTargetedID 
(ePTID) and/or 
SAML2 persistent 
NameID  

   15  

SAML2 transient 
NameID 

     

SAML subject-id       

SAML pairwise-id       

OIDC public sub      

OIDC pairwise sub  16    

 161 
Table 1: Identifier properties as described in the SAML 2.0, eduPerson, and OIDC 162 
specifications 163 
 164 
  165 

                                       
14 Technically eduPersonPrincipalName may be used in an opaque way, however, this 
is not common and may be unfriendly to end users as ePPNs may be displayed to end 
users. 
15 This identifier is made unique by concatenation of the entityid of the issuer, the the 
entityid of the target and the subjected. 
16 A Pairwise sub may also provide the same sub for "a group of Web sites under 
single administrative control". 
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 5.   SAML to OIDC 166 

In this scenario, SAML identifiers need to be mapped into OIDC sub (subject) 167 
claims.  168 

Mapping eduPerson/SAML ➡ OIDC public sub claim 169 

Table 1 shows SAML identifier compatibility for creating an OIDC public sub 170 
out of various SAML based identifiers. 171 
 172 
Based on the comparison from Table 1, the best match for mapping SAML 2.0 173 
or eduPerson identifier attributes to an OIDC public sub is to use ePTID, a 174 
SAML2 persistent NameID, the SAML pairwise-id, ePUID or SAML subject-id . 175 
Even though these identifiers present unique, per SP identifiers, this 176 
document assumes a single proxy (SP) to take care of the token translation, 177 
hence it will have a suitable (single) identifier to create a public sub.  178 
In case a suitable profile is used, which ensures non-reassignment, for 179 
example the Research and Scholarship Entity Category, an ePPN may also be 180 
used in case no ePTID is also received. 181 

Mapping eduPerson SAML ➡ OIDC pairwise sub claim 182 

Again Table 1 describes SAML identifiers compatibility for creating an OIDC 183 
pairwise claim out of various SAML based identifiers. 184 
 185 
Based on the comparison from Table 1, the best match for SAML 2.0 or 186 
eduPerson identifier attributes as a basis for creating an OIDC pairwise sub is 187 
to use ePUID, ePTID, a SAML2 persistent NameID, or a subject-id or pairwise-188 
id. As OIDC pair-wise sub requires unique per RP identifiers, an 189 
implementation must create a per RP identifier. Please note that the OIDC 190 
specification section "Pairwise Identifier Algorithm"17 has specific 191 
recommendation on how a pairwise sub should be created. 192 
 193 
ePPN (or the combination of ePPN and ePTID) may be used as the basis for 194 
creating an OIDC pairwise sub, but only if non-reassignment is guaranteed. 195 
This could be the case when the implementation supports the Research and 196 

                                       
17 http://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html#PairwiseAlg 
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Scholarship Entity Category18. In addition, the resulting identifier must be 197 
made both opaque and unique by the proxy. 198 
  199 

                                       
18 https://refeds.org/category/research-and-scholarship 
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 6.   OIDC to SAML 200 

Mapping OIDC public sub claim ➡ SAML 201 

 202 
Table 1 also shows SAML identifiers that can be created from an OIDC public 203 
claim. 204 
 205 
Taking into account Table 1, an ePTID, SAML2 persistent nameID, or SAML 206 
pairwise-id may be created from an OIDC public sub, if the implementation 207 
takes into account generating unique identifiers per SP on the SAML side of 208 
the implementation. Alternatively, an ePUID or subject-id could be created. A 209 
non-reassignable ePPN may be created from a public sub as well. 210 
Consideration concerning anonymity and global uniqueness should be taking 211 
into account when assessing which identifier to use. 212 
 213 
If the SAML identifier requires a scope to be added, it is suggested the 214 
identifier is scoped to the domain of the proxy performing the translation. 215 
 216 
A SAML2 transient nameID may be created if the proxy takes care of all the 217 
transient properties required for this identifier. 218 
 219 

Mapping OIDC pairwise sub claim ➡ SAML 220 

It comes to no surprise that Table 1 also describes SAML identifiers that can 221 
be created from an OIDC pairwise claim. 222 
 223 
An OIDC pairwise sub claim can be mapped to a SAML2 persistent NameID, 224 
SAML pairwise-id, or ePTID while retaining all characteristics. All other 225 
identifiers may be created on the basis of a pairwise sub, but this will result in 226 
the loss of one or more properties. 227 
 228 
Special considerations should be made in case the pairwise character of the 229 
identifier should be retained, for example in the case of a proxy for whom any 230 
pairwise identifier received is de facto not pairwise anymore. 231 
 232 
  233 
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 7.   Examples 234 

For example, consider the following ID token: 235 

A sample ID token 236 

{ 
 "iss": "https://server.example.com", 
 "sub": "24400320", 
 "aud": "s6BhdRkqt3", 
 "nonce": "n-0S6_WzA2Mj", 
 "exp": 1311281970, 
 "iat": 1311280970, 
 "auth_time": 1311280969, 
 "acr": "urn:mace:incommon:iap:silver" 
} 

Suppose the sub claim in the above ID token is a pairwise sub claim, then 237 
that claim can be mapped to the following SAML2 persistent NameID: 238 
 239 

A SAML2 Persistent NameID 240 

<saml2:NameID 
   Format="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:nameid-format:persistent" 
   NameQualifier="https://server.example.com"> 
   24400320 
</saml2:NameID> 

 Note that the saml2:NameID/@SPNameQualifier XML attribute has been 241 
omitted. 242 
 243 
  244 
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 8.   Basic attribute to claims mapping profile 245 

The basic profile proposes to create an implementation that would allow an 246 
unmodified OIDC client to receive claims based on SAML attributes through 247 
the proxy. This would allow an existing SAML based Identity federation to add 248 
a proxy to onboard OIDC RPs, which seems the most common scenario at the 249 
time of writing. 250 
 251 
As the basis for the basic profile, the standard claims as described in the 252 
OIDC specification19 are used, with a "shared user identifier" and a 253 
straightforward mapping from eduPerson attributes.  254 
 255 
This profile shares the spirit of the "R&S attribute bundle" as described in the 256 
Research and Scholarship Entity Category definition20. As such we choose not 257 
to support all possible claims of the profile scope nor all possible (eduPerson) 258 
attributes. 259 
 260 
The recommended mapping is shown in Table 2.  261 
 262 

OIDC 
Scope 

OIDC claim eduPerson attribute 

profile Public sub eduPersonPrincipalName (if non-reassigned) or 
eduPersonTargetedID 

name displayName 

given_name givenName 

family_name sn (surname) 

 email email mail21 

                                       
19 https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html#Claims 
20 https://refeds.org/category/research-and-scholarship 
21 As mail may be multi valued, it is left to the implementer to choose which address 
needs to go into the single valued email claim 
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 email_verified See below 

 263 
Table 2: Recommended basic mapping profile of SAML attributes into OIDC claims 264 
 265 

Supporting the profile scope 266 

When mapping SAML attributes to OIDC claims it is recommended to follow 267 
the mapping as presented in Table 2. The profile however has additional 268 
claims available. This document does not make any recommendation on the 269 
use of these claims. 270 
 271 
One should note however, very few entities in this sector will likely be willing 272 
or able to share claims like profile, picture, website, gender, birthdate as 273 
educational institutions either do not collect these data, or consider this to be 274 
too privacy sensitive to be released. 275 
 276 
In addition it is discouraged to base preferred_username on a SAML attribute. 277 
 278 

Using email_verified 279 

OIDC has a claim called email_verified, which is defined as: "true if the End-280 
User's e-mail address has been verified; otherwise false. When this Claim 281 
Value is true, this means that the OP took affirmative steps to ensure that 282 
this e-mail address was controlled by the End-User at the time the verification 283 
was performed. The means by which an e-mail address is verified is context-284 
specific, and dependent upon the trust framework or contractual agreements 285 
within which the parties are operating." 286 
 287 
It is up to the implementor to select which email address is to be provided 288 
through the mail claim in case multiple values are available. For the email 289 
address provided, it is recommended to set the email_verified claim to "true" 290 
if the email address that is being provided in the claim was: 291 
● Provided by the Institutional Identity Provider as part of the SAML 292 

assertion, and  293 
● The domain part of the email address is a (sub) domain of the 294 

institution 295 
● The domain of the email is validated by the implementation 296 

based on the <shibmd:Scope> element from the entities 297 
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SAML metadata. 298 
 299 

As in such case it may be assumed the email service being used is under 300 
direct administrative control of the Institution, and the requirements for 301 
setting email_verified to "True" have been fulfilled. 302 

  303 
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 8.   Advanced profile 304 

The advanced profile provides a more elaborate profile for mapping SAML 305 
attributes from the eduPerson and SCHAC schemas to OIDC. This may 306 
however require the RP to create a custom implementation to be able to 307 
consume all claims. 308 

Attribute Mapping 309 

The advanced profile retains the mappings as presented in the basic profile, 310 
but adds a direct, literal mapping from attributes from eduPerson, eduMember 311 
and SCHAC into claims. As a general rule of thumb, to map the attributes an 312 
attempt was made to match common semantics of both protocols as much as 313 
possible. In some cases a straightforward mapping of the attribute or claim 314 
value is not possible, and will have to be left to the implementer. 315 
 316 
Therefore, going from SAML to OIDC: 317 
 318 
● an underscore is used to separate words that would normally have a 319 

space in natural language;  320 
● the schema prefix of the attribute is retained, presented in lower case 321 

and separated by an underscore, and  322 
● camel case is converted into lower case, and again using underscores 323 

to separate words.  324 
 325 

To move from OIDC to SAML, the reverse is applied. 326 
 327 
By retaining the SAML schema name as part of the claim, the OIDC 328 
requirement on collision-resistant names for claims22 is met, whereas 329 
attributes without a collision-resistant name are to be mapped in accordance 330 
with the Basic profile. 331 
 332 
With this, a mapping of attributes to claims will be as following: 333 
 334 
 335 
 336 

                                       
22 http://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html#AdditionalClaims 
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 337 

SAML attribute OIDC claim 

eduPersonFoo eduperson_foo 

SchacFooBar schac_foo_bar 

Table 3: Generic example for mapping between SAML attributes and OIDC claims 338 
 339 
Other attributes can be mapped in a similar fashion. Table 4 presents a 340 
number of examples for mapping commonly used attributes to OIDC Claims.  341 
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 342 

OIDC claim name eduPerson or SCHAC name 

eduperson_affiliation eduPersonAffiliation 

eduperson_entitlement eduPersonEntitlement 

eduperson_principal_name eduPersonPrincipalName 

eduperson_scoped_affiliation eduPersonScopedAffiliation 

eduperson_targeted_id eduPersonTargetedID 

eduperson_assurance eduPersonAssurance 

eduperson_unique_id eduPersonUniqueId 

eduperson_orcid eduPersonOrcid 

edumember_is_member_of isMemberOf 

schac_home_organisation schacHomeOrganisation 

schac_personal_unique_code 
 

schacPersonalUniqueCode 

Table 4: Examples of mapping commonly used eduPerson and SCHAC attributes to 343 
OIDC claims 344 
 345 

Requesting claims 346 

Due to data protection regulations, like e.g. GDPR in the EU, it is common to 347 
apply the principle of minimal disclosure: to send as little personal data as 348 
possible given the functional scope of the requesting application. 349 
 350 

Basic profile 351 

 352 
To request claims through the Basic profile, the profile and email 353 
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scopes may be used. This allows for requesting a consistent set of attributes. 354 
 355 
Earlier work from REFEDs around the Research and Scholarship Entity 356 
Category23 has identified the entity category that provides for consistent 357 
attribute release through the definition of a set of commonly supported and 358 
consumed attributes typically required for effective use of R&S services. The 359 
attributes chosen represent a privacy baseline such that further minimization 360 
achieves no particular benefit. Thus, the minimal disclosure principle is 361 
already designed into the category. 362 
 363 
When an entity implements the Basic profile as described in this document, 364 
the personal data that will be transferred closely resembles the information 365 
transferred as part of the Research and Scholarship Attribute Bundle.  366 
Unfortunately however, OIDC currently lacks the mechanisms to signal Entity 367 
Categories, such as as e.g. Research or Scholarship, to relying parties. It is 368 
therefore left up to the discretion of the implementer of the token translation 369 
service to decide if the requirements around purposeful use are met. 370 
 371 

Advanced profile 372 
 373 
To request specific, individual claims, the OIDC protocol supports both the use 374 
of requesting individual claims as well as the ability to request non-standard 375 
Scopes. 376 
 377 
Requesting individual Claims 378 
 379 
Individual Claims can be requested using the claims request parameter24. The 380 
use of the claims parameter is further described in the OIDC specification, 381 
section "Requesting Claims using the "claims" Request Parameter"25.  382 
Unfortunately however, given that this mechanism is optional in the 383 
specification, support for the capability to handle claim requests in this way is 384 
rather rare in existing Relying Party software products. It is therefore 385 

                                       
23 
https://wiki.refeds.org/display/ENT/Guidance+on+justification+for+attribute+release
+for+RandS 
24 http://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html#Claims 
25 http://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html#ClaimsParameter 
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recommended to also implement support for non-standard Scopes. 386 
 387 
Requesting non-standard Scopes 388 
 389 
The OIDC specification defines a number of standardized, optional scopes 390 
which can be used to request that specific sets of information be made 391 
available as Claim Values.26 Unfortunately there is no standardized way of 392 
registering additional Scopes beyond what is defined in the specification. It is 393 
however possible and allowed for an OP to support non-standard Scopes. And 394 
for most of the Relying Party software, requesting (additional) scopes is part 395 
of the configuration of the software, which makes it trivial to support 396 
additional scopes. 397 
 398 
That said, apart from the Research and Scholarship Attribute Bundle which is 399 
defined as part of the Research and Scholarship Entity Category, no other 400 
logical bundles exist.  401 
 402 
It is therefore recommended to support a Scope value for each claim from the 403 
Advanced Profile by allowing a specific claim to be requested through a Scope 404 
with the exact same name. Table 5 provides some examples of how to use 405 
standard and nonstandard scopes to request claims. 406 
  407 

                                       
26 http://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html#ScopeClaims 
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 408 
 409 

Requested scope(s) OIDC claim(s) delivered 

eduperson_foo eduperson_foo 

schac_foo_bar schac_foo_bar 

  

profile public sub 
name 
given_name 
family_name 

  

eduperson_targeted_id, 
eduperson_scoped_affiliation 

eduperson_targeted_id, 
eduperson_scoped_affiliation 

  

profile, 
email,  
eduperson_scoped_affiliation 

public sub 
name 
given_name 
family_name 
email 
email_verified 
eduperson_scoped_affiliation 
 
 

 410 
Table 5: examples of how to use standard and nonstandard scopes to request sets 411 
and individual claims 412 
 413 
 414 
 415 
 416 
 417 
 418 
 419 
 420 
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 9.   Future Work 421 

Registering Claims 422 

As part of the work for the OIDCre group, the OIDC claims described in the 423 
Advanced profile attributes will be registered into the JSON Web Token Claims 424 
Registry27 once sufficient consensus has been reached. 425 
 426 

R&E working group in OIDC foundation 427 

At the time of writing this document, work is in progress to create a new R&E 428 
working group within the OIDC foundation. A charter proposal28 was 429 
submitted to the OIDC foundation and it has been accepted on Sept 27, 2018. 430 
It is the intent that this document becomes one of the deliverables within the 431 
R&E Working group. 432 
 433 

R&S scope 434 

The REFEDS Research and Scholarship Entity Category (R&S) has been 435 
designed as a simple and scalable way for (SAML) Identity Providers to 436 
release minimal amounts of required personal data to (SAML) Service 437 
Providers serving the Research and Scholarship Community. The R&S Entity 438 
Category has two components: a policy part defining which entities are 439 
eligible to be tagged as R&S. In addition there is an Attribute Bundle29. One of 440 
the features that would be very useful is to represent the SAML based R&S 441 
attribute bundle also in OIDC. It is therefore proposed to create an R&S scope 442 
that would allow a set of claims to be requested by an RP that match 443 
equivalent attributes from the R&S attribute bundle. Please note that this 444 
scope will not include the policy aspects of the REFEDS Research and 445 
Scholarship Entity Category. It is envisioned that introduction of this new 446 
scope can become part of the above R&E OIDC working group. 447 
 448 
 449 
 450 

                                       
27 https://www.iana.org/assignments/jwt/jwt.xhtml#claims 
28 https://github.com/daserzw/oidc-edu-wg/blob/v1.0.0/charter.md 
29 https://refeds.org/category/research-and-scholarship, section 5 
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Formalized implementation standard 451 

This document is not an implementation standard. At the time of writing it 452 
was felt that, even though several operators of production platforms were 453 
involved in the writing of this document, too little field experience exists to be 454 
able to write a standardization document at this time. It is recommended to 455 
determine at some point in time whether a formal standardization document 456 
is needed to further standardize the combined use of SAML2 and OIDC. 457 
  458 
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